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ANTONI GAUDÍ COLLECTION

Reproductions Batlló furniture

Batlló chair
Batlló double bench

Batlló table

The original reproductions of the pieces of furniture  
designed by Antoni Gaudí

Using traditional techniques Fusteria P.M. handcrafts the reproductions of the pieces of
furniture designed byAntoni Gaudí.
These works of art are made of carefully selected and dried French oak wood.

The reproductions are made using the masters obtained in 1991 from the original
pieces thanks to the invaluable collaboration of the Royal Gaudí Chair and the Gaudí
Museum in Barcelona through their respective directors, Mr. Joan Bassegoda Nonell as
far as the Royal Gaudí Chair is concerned and Mr. Josep M. Garrut Romà as far as the
Gaudí Museum is concerned, besides the collaboration of Gabinet Modernista and
outstanding carvers Jordi and Josep Cortina.

The colors of the images may differ from reality

Reproductions Calvet furniture

Calvet armchair
Calvet chair Calvet bench Calvet stool Calvet mirror



BATLLÓ CHAIR
The Batlló chair is an exact reproduction of the chair that the brilliant architect Antoni Gaudí designed for the
Batlló House in Barcelona in 1906 to match the dining-room table. Nowadays it can be found in Gaudí
Museum, inside Park Güell, in Barcelona. It is a simple but detailed chair made of solid oak and varnished with a
waxed satin finish that lends it the warmth of the great pieces.

Model:

Design:

Height:

Length:

Depth:

Netweight: 

Material:  

Finish:

Technical data

Batlló chair

Antoni Gaudí - year 1906  

76 cm approx.

52 cm approx.

47 cm approx.

6,5 kg approx.

Solid French oak

“Antoni Gaudí collection” color varnish, wax finish

The colors of the images may differ from reality



BATLLÓ DOUBLE BENCH
The Batlló double bench is an exact reproduction of the bench that the brilliant architect Antoni Gaudí
designed for the Batlló House in Barcelona in 1906. Nowadays it can be found in Gaudí Museum, inside Park
Güell, in Barcelona. It is a bank with two seats facing opposite directions, with a simple but detailed design, and it
is made of solid oak and varnished with a waxed satin finish that lends it the warmth of the great pieces.

Model:

Design:

Height:

Length:

Depth:

Netweight: 

Material:  

Finish:

Technical data

Batlló double bench

Antoni Gaudí - year 1906  

106 cm approx.

165 cm approx.

79 cm approx.

37 kg approx.

Solid French oak

“Antoni Gaudí collection” color varnish, wax finish

The colors of the images may differ from reality



BATLLÓTABLE
The Batlló table is an exact reproduction of the table that the brilliant
architect Antoni Gaudí designed for the Batlló House in Barcelona in
1906. Nowadays it can be found in Gaudí Museum, inside Park Güell, in
Barcelona. It is a very strong and simple extendable table. It is made of
solid oak and varnished with a waxed satin finish that lends it the
warmth of the great pieces.

Model:

Design:

Height:

Length:

width:

Netweight: 

Material:  

Finish:  

Capacity:

Technical data

Batlló table

Antoni Gaudí - year 1906  

76 cm approx.

207 / 381 cm approx.

146 cm approx.

160 kg approx.

Solid French oak

“Antoni Gaudí collection” color varnish, wax finish  

Not extended 6 people / Extended 10 people

The colors of the images may differ from reality



CALVET ARMCHAIR
The Calvet armchair is an exact reproduction of the armchair that the brilliant architect Antoni Gaudí designed
in 1902 for the office located on the ground floor of the Calvet House in Barcelona. Nowadays it can be found
in Gaudí Museum, inside Park Güell, in Barcelona. It has an organic-line design, with carved details, and it is made
of solid oak and varnished with a waxed satin finish that lends it the warmth of the great pieces.

Model:

Design:

Height:

Length:

Depth:

Netweight: 

Material:  

Finish:

Technical data

Calvet armchair

Antoni Gaudí - year 1902  

94 cm approx.

66 cm approx.

56 cm approx.

15 kg approx.

Solid French oak

“Antoni Gaudí collection” color varnish, wax finish

The colors of the images may differ from reality



CALVET CHAIR
The Calvet chair is an exact reproduction of the chair that the brilliant architect Antoni Gaudí designed in 1902
for the office located on the ground floor of the Calvet House in Barcelona. Nowadays it can be found in Gaudí
Museum, inside Park Güell, in Barcelona. It has an organic-line design, with carved details, and it is made of solid
oak and varnished with a waxed satin finish that lends it the warmth of the great pieces.

Model:

Design:

Height:

Length:

Depth:

Netweight: 

Material:  

Finish:

Technical data

Calvet chair

Antoni Gaudí - year 1902  

94 cm approx.

52 cm approx.

54 cm approx.

10,5 kg approx.

Solid French oak

“Antoni Gaudí collection” color varnish, wax finish

The colors of the images may differ from reality



CALVET BENCH
The Calvet bench is an exact reproduction of the bench that the brilliant architect Antoni Gaudí designed in
1902 for the office located on the ground floor of the Calvet House in Barcelona. Nowadays it can be found in
Gaudí Museum, inside Park Güell, in Barcelona. With an organic-line design and carved details, this two-seaters
bench is made of solid oak and varnished with a waxed satin finish that lends it the warmth of the great pieces.

Technical data

Model:

Design:

Height:

Length:

Depth:

Netweight: 

Material:  

Finish:

Calvet bench

Antoni Gaudí - year 1902  

98 cm approx.

118 cm approx.

60 cm approx.

24 kg approx.

Solid French oak

“Antoni Gaudí collection” color varnish, wax finish

The colors of the images may differ from reality



CALVET STOOL
The Calvet stool is an exact reproduction of the stool that the brilliant
architect Antoni Gaudí designed in 1902 for the office located on the ground
floor of the Calvet House in Barcelona. Nowadays it can be found in Gaudí
Museum, inside Park Güell, in Barcelona. With an organic-line design and
carved details, this three-legged corner stool is made of solid oak and
varnished with a waxed satin finish that lends it the warmth of the great pieces.

Model:

Design:

Height:

Length:

Depth:

Netweight: 

Material:  

Finish:

Technical data

Calvet stool

Antoni Gaudí - year 1902  

67 cm approx.

58 cm approx.

41 cm approx.

11 kg approx.

Solid French oak

“Antoni Gaudí collection” color varnish, wax finish

The colors of the images may differ from reality



The Calvet mirror is an exact reproduction of the mirror that the brilliant architect Antoni
Gaudí designed for the Calvet House in Barcelona in 1902. Nowadays it can be found in Gaudí
Museum, inside Park Güell, in Barcelona. With an organic-line design and carved details, it is
produced in two versions: solid oak and varnished with a waxed satin finish that lends it the
warmth of the great pieces, or with a gilding finish like the original, applying sheets of gold.

Technical data

Model:

Design:

Height:  

Width:  

Thickness:  

Netweight: 

Material:  

Finish:  

Glass:

Calvet Mirror Oak version  

Original size

Antoni Gaudí - year 1902  

195 cm approx.

58 cm approx.

18 cm approx.

23,5 kg approx.

Solid French oak  

“Antoni Gaudí” color varnish

Flat mirror

Calvet Mirror Oak version  

Reduced-size

Antoni Gaudí - year 1902  

135 cm approx.

47 cm approx.

13 cm approx.

15 kg approx.

Solid French oak  

“Antoni Gaudí” color varnish

Flat mirror

CALVET MIRROR OAKVERSION

The colors of the images may differ from reality



CALVET MIRROR GILDINGVERSION
The Calvet mirror is an exact reproduction of the mirror that the brilliant architect Antoni
Gaudí designed for the Calvet House in Barcelona in 1902. Nowadays it can be found in Gaudí
Museum, inside Park Güell, in Barcelona. With an organic-line design and carved details, it is
produced in two versions: solid oak and varnished with a waxed satin finish that lends it the
warmth of the great pieces, or with a gilding finish like the original, applying sheets of gold.

Technical data

Model:

Design:

Height:  

Width:  

Thickness:  

Netweight: 

Material:  

Finish:  

Glass:

Calvet mirror gilding version  

Original size

Antoni Gaudí - year 1902  

195 cm approx.

58 cm approx.

18 cm approx.

23,5 kg approx.  

Carved solid wood

Gilding finish (applying sheets of gold)  

Bevelled mirror

Calvet mirror gilding version  

reduced-size

Antoni Gaudí - year 1902  

135 cm approx.

47 cm approx.

13 cm approx.

15 kg approx.

Carved solid wood

Gilding finish (applying sheets of gold)  

Bevelled mirror

The colors of the images may differ from reality



MEASUREMENTS AND WEIGHTS OFPACKAGING

All the pieces can be delivered packed with bubble
wrap for a close and personal delivery or packed in a
box with walls of 12 mm spruce plywood and 30
mm foam, meticulously fixed so that they can be
shipped to any destination in the world.

The sizes and weights of the packaging are approximate, and may vary without prior notice for reasons of improvement in  
the design of the packaging for the safety of the piece during transport.

Measures and weights of packaging with box

Piece
weight approx. TotalWeight

packaging Packing height Packing length Packing width (piece + packaging) Total volume

Batlló chair 28 kg 98 cm 67 cm 61 cm 34,5 kg 0,40 m3

Batlló double bench 95 kg 126 cm 188 cm 96 cm 132 kg 2,27 m3

Batlló table 160 kg 50 cm 230 cm 169 cm 320 kg 1,94 m3

Calvet armchair 40 kg 115 cm 85 cm 66 cm 55 kg 0,65 m3

Calvet chair 38 kg 115 cm 75 cm 71 cm 48,5 kg 0,61 m3

Calvet bench 78 kg 145 cm 124 cm 78 cm 102 kg 1,40 m3

Calvet stool 29 kg 88 cm 72 cm 52 cm 40 kg 0,33 m3

Calvet mirror original size 50 kg 48 cm 219 cm 82 cm 74 kg 0,86 m3

Calvet mirror reduced-size 27 kg 38 cm 150 cm 60 cm 42 kg 0,34 m3



OUR SEAL OF AUTHENTICITY

All* the reproductions of the pieces of furniture designed by Antoni Gaudí
that are produced by us bear a numbered hot stamp in order to identify
them and certify that they are original reproductions handcrafted by us using
traditional techniques and, thus, arising directly from the original pieces of
furniture.

The colors and information of the images may differ from reality

Being real works of art, all the sealed reproductions come with the
corresponding documentation, consisting of a numbered and signed
certificate of authenticity and a short user’s manual for maintenance and
preservation purposes.

* This seal is on all the pieces of furniture sold since the end of 2016 / beginning of 2017.

Authorized dealer:

Guillermo Cáceres
Socio Director

+34 639 864 223
barcelona@gcyasociados.es

www.gcyasociados.es

Plaza San Joaquín 2
08006 BarcelonaImport / Export


